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Diggs Huddlestons sister had been
kidnaped, and all clues led to the wildest,
richest boom town in the west, whose
riches built San Francisco, the Central
Pacific Railroad, supplied money to win
the Civil War, and funded the first
TransAltantic
Telegraph
Cable
System-Virginia City, Nevada. Here silver
was found in mile-deep mine shafts where
the temperature rose to 140 degrees, and
death lurked with each ounce of silver dug.
Above ground, in the streets, bars, and
brothels, men of all nationalities mingled in
their quest for money. Hatred and betrayal
lurked everywhere. Into this meddle
stalked Diggs in search of his sister, but he
was too late, because she had been killed
by unknown, wealthy mine owners, and
Diggs vowed his revenge upon those
involved. He killed men who stood in his
way, and fell in love with one woman he
had kidnaped, made another woman
pregnant, and murdered still another during
his rage of sorrow.
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What is Restitution? Wisconsin Department of Justice Restitution (2011) - IMDb Define restitution: the act of
returning something that was lost or stolen to its owner restitution in a sentence. none The law of restitution is the law
of gains-based recovery. It is to be contrasted with the law of compensation, which is the law of loss-based recovery.
Obligations Understanding Restitution USAO-NDGA Department of Justice Many victims are interested in how
they can be repaid for their financial losses suffered as a result of a crime. This page provides an overview of that
process. Offender Restitution Information restitution (countable and uncountable, plural restitutions). (law) A process
of compensation for losses. The act of making good or compensating for loss or injury Restitution Definition of
Restitution by Merriam-Webster The term restitution in the criminal justice system means payment by an offender to
the victim for the harm caused by the offenders wrongful acts. Courts have the authority to order convicted offenders to
pay restitution to victims as part of their sentences. Restitution - Multnomah County District AttorneyMultnomah
County Restitution fines are required by law in every criminal case in which an adult offender is convicted of a crime,
unless a judge finds compelling and extraordinary Restitution - Victims Services The law of restitution is the law of
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gains-based recovery. It is to be contrasted with the law of compensation, which is the law of loss-based recovery.
Obligations to make restitution and obligations to pay compensation are each a type of legal response to events in the
real world. restitution - definition of restitution in English Oxford Dictionaries Restitution. Restitution is
reimbursement from the defendant to the victim(s) for out-of-pocket losses and expenses directly resulting from a crime.
It may be Restitution - Wikipedia This site provides a brief overview of the restitution collection process as it relates to
the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation (CDCR) for Urban Dictionary: restitution The coefficient
of restitution (COR) is the ratio of the final to initial velocity difference between two objects after they collide. It
normally ranges from 0 to 1 where 1 Colorado Judicial Branch - Self Help - Victim Restitution Restitution definition,
reparation made by giving an equivalent or compensation for loss, damage, or injury caused indemnification. See more.
Remedies: restitution Practical Law The City Treasurers Office has been tasked with the collection of court ordered
restitution payments and the subsequent reimbursement when monies are Restitution - the National Center for
Victims of Crime In all other cases, except cases in which restitution is required under this Section, the court must at
the sentence hearing determine whether restitution is an restitution. n. 1) returning to the proper owner property or the
monetary value of loss. Sometimes restitution is made part of a judgment in negligence and/or Restitution Synonyms,
Restitution Antonyms If you have questions about ordered restitution not being paid, please contact Multnomah
County Circuit Court Accounting department at 503-988-3269, restitution - Dictionary Definition : Restitution is
designed to compensate crime victims for their losses. Learn about the kinds of expenses and people that restitution
covers. Restitution - Montana Department of Justice How do I find out about restitution? A defendant may be
ordered to pay the victim for damages that occurred as a result of the crime committed. The Victim Impact Restitution Legal Dictionary the restoration of something lost or stolen to its proper Meaning, pronunciation, example sentences,
and more from Oxford Dictionaries. CDCR Restitution Collection Efforts Restitution involves a payment by the
perpetrator of a crime to the victims of that crime. This payment is meant to make the victims whole and restore them.
Restitution - FindLaw Restitution is court-ordered financial reimbursement to be paid by an offender to either the
crime victim or the Crime Victim Compensation Program (CVC). restitution - Wiktionary Important information for
restitution defendants, including links to download restitution forms. Restitution Define Restitution at Restitution
Resources. Who Is Involved in the Restitution Process? The Probation Officer: Monitors the court ordered conditions of
supervision Monitors court 730 ILCS 5/5-5-6 - Illinois General Assembly A. When the court orders an offender to pay
restitution, it is ordering them to pay back the damage caused, both to the state and to the victim(s). The court orders
Restitution Law for Victims of Crime A note explaining the basic principles of the law of restitution. It guides you
through the requirements for demonstrating unjust enrichment and the different Legal Definition of Restitution
Restitution is the act of making up for damages or harm. Remember the time you knocked the ball out of the park,
scoring a home run but breaking a houses Restitution legal definition of restitution Restitution :: - City of Virginia
Beach Synonyms for restitution at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the
Day. Restitution Hennepin County Crime A true crime writer investigating a small town murder spree uncovers the
devastating Videos. Restitution -- What is the secret in this city that everyone is hiding? Restitution -- In a picturesque
city on the shores of Michigan, a series of
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